The Italian Sea Group celebrates six launches
By Justin Ratcliffe

During a gala event on Friday 25 July at its sumptuous new headquarters in Carrara, Tuscany, the Italian Sea Group, headed up by Giovanni Costantino,
presented no fewer than six new launches to a select group of guests.
The audience included several owners and well-known designers such as Philippe Briand, Mario Pedol and Luca Dini, who is responsible for the restyling
of much of the current Admiral Tecnomar fleet. Costantino has earned a reputation for doing things with style and panache and the celebratory event was
no exception.

The evening began with cocktails and a full-piece concert performance by the Teatro San Felice orchestra in Genoa, accompanied by the opera singers
Dimitra Theodossiou, Vladimir Reutov and Sergio Bologna, which took place in a new construction hall housing the 55m and 52m E-Motion projects by
Dobroserdov Design that are currently in build. The concert was followed by a gala dinner and a floodlit drive by the six new launches accompanied by a
firework extravaganza.

The motoryachts, all launched within the last few months, include the 47m Admiral Maxima Entourage; the 37m Admiral Impero Nono; the 40m Tecnomar
Nadara Low Profile; the 45m Admiral Regale Flying Dragon; the 35m Admiral Foam (a restyled hull left over from when Costantino acquired the Admiral
brand in 2011).

Flying Dragon

The Group’s first sailboat, the Silent 76, designed to Costantino’s own brief and featuring a glass hard-top over the cockpit, also made an appearance.
Earlier this year, the group launched a 75m x 24m floating barge with a lifting capacity of 1,400t and a diving depth of 10m.

Nono
Six launches in as many months is remarkable by any standards and the Italian Sea Group’s production capacity has increased dramatically since taking
over the Nuovi Cantieri Apuania facility. The refurbishment of the former commercial shipyard included impressive new administrative and design offices
and a palatial lobby-come-art gallery.

Low Profile
Further projects in build include an Admiral Impero 37 RPH, Admiral Impero 40 RPH, Admiral C Force 50, Admiral E-Motion 52 and 55, in addition to
various concepts such as the Envy series designed by Vripack and the Momentum line by Gian Marco Campanino.

Entourage
The Silent 76 will make her debut in Cannes and will also be presented in Monaco along with the Admiral 37, Regale 45 and Maxima 47. The Maxima 47
and possibly the Regale 45 will also be exhibited at FLIBS.

Foam

